
 

 

 

RJIL/TRAI/2023-24/299 

5th February 2024 

 

To, 

Ms. Vandana Sethi,  

Advisor (Admin) 

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India, 

Mahanagar Doorsanchar Bhawan, 

Jawaharlal Nehru Marg, New Delhi - 110002 

 

Subject:  RJIL’s counter comments on TRAI’s Consultation Paper on “Digital 
Transformation through 5G Ecosystem”. 

 

Dear Madam, 

 

Please find enclosed the counter comments of Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited (RJIL) on the 

Consultation Paper dated 29.09.2023 on “Digital Transformation through 5G Ecosystem”. 

 

Thanking you, 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

For Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited 

 

 

 

Kapoor Singh Guliani 

Authorized Signatory 

 

 

 

Enclosure: As above 
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Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited’s counter comments on TRAI’s Consultation on 

“Digital Transformation through 5G Ecosystem” 
 

1. Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited (RJIL) thanks the Authority for giving us the opportunity to 

respond to stakeholders’ comments on the Consultation Paper (‘CP’) on “Digital 

Transformation through 5G Ecosystem”.  
 

2. At the outset, we reiterate our submissions that for promoting the ecosystem for 5G use 

cases, it is critical to ensure availability of spectrum including E-Band, V-Band, 6 GHz band, 

full C-Band and 28 GHz band (on flexible use basis) and going forward all IMT identified 

and IMT targeted spectrum for development of 5G and 5G use cases. This should be 

complemented by an agile framework that should be able to incorporate changes for 

emerging 5G requirements, especially regards, EMF and Net Neutrality and data charging 

Rules.  
 

3. We have had the opportunity to go through the responses submitted by the various 

stakeholders and some of the stakeholder’s have submitted that unlicensed use or 

delicensing of 6 GHz band and other bands is the panacea for all issues raised in the CP. 

We do not agree with this view and our submissions are detailed in following paras.  

 

4. We reiterate our submission under our comments and counter comments on the TRAI 

Consultation paper on “Assignment of Spectrum in E&V Bands, and Spectrum for 

Microwave Access (MWA) & Microwave Backbone (MWB)” that the 5G deployment and 

6G developments in India are at a nascent stage and the international assessments 

including that by GSMA indicate that for a ubiquitous 5G and 6G coverage at least 2 GHz 

mid-band spectrum per TSP is required. As 6 GHz band is the only mid-band spectrum 

available for IMT services, full 6 GHz (1200 MHz i.e. 5925-7125 MHz) band should be 

earmarked for IMT so that around 300 MHz to 400 MHz is available to each of the TSP 

for growth of 5G and introduction of 6G services.  
 

5. Further, we reiterate our clear and unambiguous position that any spectrum assignment 

for commercial use should be through auction only, as this is the only legally tenable and 

technologically feasible mode of spectrum assignment. Further the use this band neither 

satisfy criteria prescribed for administrative allocation in the Telecommunications Act 

2023, which has been notified pending fixation of appointed date nor there is any 

provision for license exempt use in the said Act. 
 

6. As also noted in our previous submissions, all demands for license-exempt use of any 

spectrum band are really about getting the access to spectrum without going through 

licensing process and without paying the market price of the spectrum and should be 

rejected at the outset. All of these proposals are without any technical justifications, or 

any independent and irrefutable demand studies conducted on the requirement of such 

license-exempt spectrum, nor is any analysis provided on potential loss to exchequer from 
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such de-licensing on short term and long-term basis nor the long- term impact of license 

exempt use on the competition in the market and on already sunk investments in the 

sector is provided. We submit that all these are valid consideration before any proposal 

for license exempt use is considered seriously by the Authorities.  
 

7. We further submit that licensed-exempt use/delicensing of spectrum only leads to 

indiscriminate and irresponsible wide scale use with massive interference impact in case 

the same bands are also made available for licensed services.  
 

8. It is not out of place to mention here that due to technological advancements; the same 

broadband services (internet access services) can be provided through Wi-Fi technology 

or 5G NRU (New Radio Unlicensed) network built over delicensed spectrum. Therefore, 

delicensing of spectrum not only create a cost arbitrage between the operator providing 

services on licensed spectrum and other operators but will also leads to huge loss to 

exchequer. It is submitted that pending fixation of appointed date notified new 

Telecommunications Act 2023 does not prescribe criteria for delicensing and therefore, 

not legally tenable. 
 

9. It is also reiterated that delicensing is an irreversible process and always leads to 

indiscriminate and inefficient use and is normally done in spectrum band which are not 

suitable for the IMT technologies for example 5 GHz band in which around 750 MHz is 

delicensed. However, 6 GHz band (1200 MHz) is critically required for the growth of 5G 

and introduction of 6G in the country. Pertinently, the countries which have delicensed 

entire 6 GHz band for Wi-Fi services are now facing difficulty to reverse their decision 

when a large part of the band (i.e. 6.425 GHz to 7.025 GHz) is being considered for IMT 

in WRC-23. 
 

10. Notwithstanding the above, it may be noted that over 800 MHz of spectrum already 

delicensed is not fully utilized anywhere and therefore the demand for additional 

delicensing need to be considered keeping in view availability of this huge chunk of 

unutilized spectrum.  
 

11. We reiterate that the demands to delicense V band and 6 GHz for use in public Wi-Fi 

networks are not justified, as public Wi-Fi, even without full mobility and only hotspot 

coverage will be directly competing with 5G and would be a substitutable broadband 

service and thus should only be provided through licensed spectrum only following 

principle of “Same Service Same Rule”. Further, as mentioned before, wide, and 

indiscriminate adoption of delicensed spectrum will cause serious interference issues thus 

rendering these bands technically unusable for IMT services.  
 

12. In view of the above, we reiterate our submissions that we do not agree with the need 

for permitting license exempt operations in these bands. 
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